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Purpose
• Patient reported outcome measures are important to assess the 
 outcomes of interventions and to evaluate patients' needs.

• The original Nottingham Adjustment Scale (NAS)1 is an existing 
 self-report questionnaire designed to evaluate adjustment to vision loss. 

• Psychometric properties of the NAS have not been previously assessed  
 using Rasch analysis to optimise and validate the instrument.

• This study assesses the function of the NAS using Rasch analysis in 
 a visually impaired sample and presents a revised instrument.

Methods 
• 62 participants with vision loss affecting their daily lives were 
 administered the original 55-item NAS.

• Distance visual acuity (VA) and depressive symptoms (15-item Geriatric  
 Depression Scale, GDS) assessed.

• Rasch analysis used to: 
  1) determine optimum response scale function, 
  2) aid item reduction, 
  3) provide reliability indices and indicate item targeting, 
  4) assess unidimensionality, 
  5) investigate differential item functioning (DIF), and 
  6) formulate person measures (PM) to correlate with GDS and 
    VA to indicate convergent and discriminant validity. 

Results
1) Response categories were suboptimal. Function improved when 
 repaired (Fig. 1).
2) Poorly functioning items were removed individually until MNSQ fit 
 statistics equalled 0.7-1.3.
3) Revised 28-item NAS had good person (0.87) and item (0.94) 
 reliability and sufficient item targeting (0.96 logits) (Fig. 2).
4) Principal component analysis of residuals largely supported 
 unidimensionality.
5) A single item had notable DIF for onset (>1.0 logit).
6) PM of revised NAS significantly correlated with PM of GDS (r = 0.73,  
 p <0.001), but not VA (r = -0.16, p = 0.20), indicating good 
 convergent and discriminant validity, respectively.

Conclusions
• Interval scale responses are measured on a primary construct of 
 ‘adjustment to visual impairment’ where the hierarchical model is   
 stable across groups. 

• Though sufficiently targeted, milder symptoms of depression are 
 not assessed

• The revised 28 item NAS is reliable and valid as an assessment of 
 adjustment to visual loss. 

Fig. 1
Probability curve showing a) suboptimal response scale (note underutilised Category 3), and b) improved scale after 
removal of Category 3. Positively phrased items: Category 1 = ‘strongly disagree’, Category 2 = ‘disagree’, Category 3
= 'don't know', Category 4 = ‘agree’, Category 5 = ‘strongly agree’. Negatively phrased items: response scale reversed 

Fig. 2
Person-item map of a) 55-item NAS, and b) revised 28-item NAS
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